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I get a rush from recycling toner cartridges at Staples, sending pictures from Thanksgiving to a

favorite aunt, and even emptying out the small garbage pails around the house. I am fired up
answering emails that have been backing up and writing self-help articles for patients. What do these

various pursuits have in common? They make me feel productive.

I love making progress on projects I value. Helping other people face important tasks is even more

rewarding. Behavioral and productivity theories suggest various strategies for skillful self-

management. I would like to share a few of them; I would like you to be shocked by what you

accomplish today.

You can be productive around the house, changing burned-out light bulbs or decluttering the

overflowing winter closet (“More Uggs — Uggh!”). You can be productive at work by making the

seven sales calls you have been meaning to make for months, or by finishing the annual shareholder
report you have been putting off. A college student may be productive by outlining a challenging term

paper (e.g., “The Use of Metaphors in Twitter Literature”). You can feel productive by doing a

number of separate activities in a day, or by working hard on one relatively major project, such as

starting the first chapter of your great American novel.

Some people are amazingly productive without much apparent struggle. Many others, though, yearn

to be more productive. There is a range of barriers. You may feel ill-equipped to face what you need to face, turning instead

to activities that kill time but don’t move you forward. You may be scattered, not knowing what matters most or how to put

it in front of you in a focused way.

It is easy to get overwhelmed by all there is to do in a day and to not want to confront any of it. You may have an

environment that is not conducive to productivity and that few people would be able to tolerate. You can overcome blocks to

productivity.

Lower the “barriers to entry” on a project. Instead of promising yourself that you will spend all day tomorrow working on
your term paper, reduce the pressure involved by giving yourself permission to just start it, to simply make contact with the

task. If you want to stop, you can stop; if you keep going and write the introduction to the next section, that is fine, too.

Starting is crucial. Sometimes the right step is to touch the cover of the book you need to read, tricking yourself into

absorbing the table of contents or ideally the first paragraph of Chapter 1.

Break complicated, overwhelming tasks down into first steps. Imagine delegating — where you would tell a helper to begin?

Draft an email. Make a list of possible people to call. Create a folder to hold your materials.

Broadly, look to get momentum going, as Newton’s first law is relevant — an object in motion remains in motion. Also note

that there is no perfect place to start. When confronting a sink full of dishes, you need to pick up something dirty and wash

it.

Be skeptical of the internal voice whispering, “Later, later — I will do lots on it later. I promise.” “Some now” is the royal

road to productivity. Give me five full minutes on it right now. It will be a great investment.

Cheerlead and celebrate your efforts at facing things. People who are more self-critical and perfectionistic can fail to self-

reinforce and instead just feel badly about themselves until a project is complete. This more negative orientation makes it

harder to initiate on-task behavior. For some, going to a car showroom and test-driving a Honda merits flowers and Gregg’s

chocolate cake because of how dreaded the task is.

Choose the right targets. Attack a linchpin — something that will make other things easier. Beware the possibility that you

may appear productive when you are skirting something. This is avoidance, not productivity. Address the problem that is
taking up the most psychological space. Tagging the people in your photographs could be a distraction from something more

central. If something comes easily, such as checking your email, do it later and put your project-level work first.

We cannot do it all. In order to move difficult projects forward, something has got to give. Though children need daily love,

care and emotional investment regardless of what else you have going on, there are many other zones in which “good

enough” thinking is key. It is OK with me if you order Chinese food for the family three nights in a row amidst trying to get

a federal research grant together.
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Productivity theories suggest working on complicated tasks in the morning, before your willpower is spent and other

distractions intrude. Work on project-level tasks for long enough that you can get immersed and move the ball forward.

Concentration-intensive pursuits are better faced in four-hour chunks than in one-hour increments. If you changed channels
after an hour on some projects, you would just be warmed up.

Balance accomplishment, pleasure and downtime in your life. Some people could benefit from being less productive, and

others from developing more of a taste for accomplishment and long-term thinking. However, there is always another project

around the corner. Enjoy the satisfaction of facing something today that will make you feel impressed with yourself.

Appreciate the journey, as the finish line is an illusion.

Ben Johnson, Ph.D., ABPP, is a clinical psychologist who practices, supervises and teaches psychotherapy at RICBT,

Brown University and URI. He loves helping people apply a broad range of psychological concepts and strategies to

reduce isolation and improve their moods, relationships, productivity and lives.
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